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Trust fund to ‘fortify’ pubmedia
FCC’s Broadband Plan proposes major giveback of TV spectrum

By Dru Sefton

T

he FCC gives several nods to public
broadcasting in its ambitious new
National Broadband Plan, but makes
clear that the system needs to transform
itself into its next incarnation of “public media” to fulfill its potential for public service.
Several of the plan’s 17 recommendations could directly affect pubcasting. The
FCC is advising Congress to:
n Give broadcasters incentives to
surrender some of their spectrum for auctions. Use proceeds from public broadcasters’ channels to endow a trust fund “to
fortify public media across platforms”;
n Amend the federal Copyright Act to
update pubcasting exemptions for online
and broadcast distribution and archiving
of content, giving “reasonable noncommercial downstream usage rights for this
content to the American people”; and
n Increase federal funding to public
media. “As broadband adoption and utilization continue to grow,” the Broadband
Plan notes, “public media will require
greater and more flexible funding to support new digital platforms.” Pubcasting
now receives less than 20 percent of its revenue from Congress, the plan says, but it
doesn’t suggest how much more is needed
or where the funds would come from.
The much-anticipated document of
more than 350 pages, crafted by an FCC
task force after months of public input and
research, is online at broadband.gov/plan. It
asserts that high-speed Internet connectivity for every American is now a necessity:

10 Utah: Broadband grant went to a pubcaster deep into fiber
Mike Petersen (above) not only leads UEN but uses it to teach a poli sci class 80 miles away at Utah State.

16 Joaquin Alvarado: What’s missing from the FCC’s plan
“Like electricity a century ago, broadband
is a foundation for economic growth, job
creation, global competitiveness and a better way of life.” It seeks to extend high-capacity connection, at a rate of 100 Megabits
per second (mbps) to 100 million homes
by 2020. Right now the majority of the
country’s Internet subscribers have service
of three to 10 mbps. According to the FCC,
93 million Americans, about a third of the

population, do not have broadband service
at home, and 14 million Americans have no
access to broadband.
Though advocates say the plan will have
bipartisan appeal, it requires action by
Congress, which has fought across the aisle
for months over what rights Americans
can claim in health care.
Hearings on the plan begin this week in
Congress: Tuesday, March 23, in the Senate

Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee; and Thursday in the House Commerce
communications subcommittee.
Already three Republican Congressmen
have raised concerns over possible “waste
and mismanagement” of the funds that will
be necessary to reach the goals of the plan,
and question the federal government’s role in
building out broadband.
What does the plan mean for public broadcasters, whose historic mandate is closely related?
“I don’t think this is an instruction manual
so much as a declaration of principles,” said
Joaquin Alvarado, longtime broadband advocate and former CPB senior v.p. of diversity
and innovation, now American Public Media’s
senior v.p. for digital innovation. Alvarado
says he’d like to have seen the FCC task force
write “another 10 pages” about public media’s
role in journalism and education. (He writes
his version of what those pages should look
like in a commentary on page 16).
Public broadcasting is mentioned about
nine times in the document but “public media”
appears nearly 30 times. Ellen Goodman, a
Rutgers University law professor and pubmedia
thought-leader whose research is cited in the
report, said FCC analysts used the different
terms deliberately. “There was a very intentional
and careful development of ‘public media’ as
being a strong broadband asset. That is beyond
‘public broadcasting,’ ” said Goodman, who is
also a fellow at American University’s Center
for Social Media.
Goodman believes the plan is the first federal report to specifically address the growing
information ecosystem known as public media. “The report recognizes the value of public
broadcasting as a central component” but
wants it to move beyond its current incarnation. Move into what? “That’s the million-dollar question,” Goodman said. “Who is public
media? That conversation has to happen now.”
Pubcasting’s so-called G4 (CPB, PBS, APTS
and NPR) were already positioning the system
as “public media” in their statements welcoming the report as it was released March 17.
“We appreciate the task force’s recognition
of public media’s important role in serving our
democracy,” CPB said. PBS commented that
“continued development of a robust digital
public media ecosystem would be enhanced
by the creation of sustainable funding sources
. . . ” And APTS noted that pubcasters already
are evolving from “broadcast-centric organizations to anchor community institutions that
create and distribute digital content across all
platforms.”

Game-changer
Advocacy for broadband came back into fashion at the FCC with the return of a Democrat to

the White House last year. President Obama’s FCC
chair, Julius Genachowski, and National Broadband Plan Executive Director Blair Levin were
once top aides to Reed Hundt, FCC chair during
the Clinton administration, who began the auctions that have gradually reduced the spectrum
allocated to broadcasters.
Hundt himself put the commission’s plan
in perspective in a Columbia University
speech a week before it was released. The plan,
Hundt predicted, will reflect “the end of an era
of trying to maintain over-the-air broadcast
as the common medium and the beginning
off a very detailed, quite substantive commitment to having broadband . . . be the common
medium.”
For public broadcasters, who hold a longtime mandate to provide universal service to
Americans, and whose over-air broadcasts
collectively reach 99 percent of American
households, the declaration is a game-changer.
The game is now being played on a different
field: broadband.
The FCC plan proposes to conduct auctions of spectrum turned over by broadcasters, aiming to free up 300 MHz by 2015 and
ultimately 500 MHz for new gizmos over the
next 10 years. A total of 120 MHz would come
from the broadcast television bands.
The 500 MHz total would almost double the
amount of spectrum now licensed for “flexible
use,” including all of today’s frequencies used
or auctioned so far for cell phones and mobile
broadband.
It suggests a broadcast bandwidth giveback
timetable: The commission would issue an
order in 2011 offering incentives to broadcasters that voluntarily surrender some of their
bandwidth, hold auctions in 2012-13 and clear
the spectrum for sale by 2015.
The plan then envisions reimbursing public
stations for surrendered channels by putting
their auction proceeds into one national public
media trust fund. That cash would go toward
digital public media innovation. The more
spectrum a station or region gives up, the
more cash for them. It’s hard to say how big
the fund might grow.
The plan suggests that public stations freeing spectrum would then share channels and
transmission facilities: “These stations would
not go off the air and would still broadcast
their primary streams under their on-air
call letters. In addition, these stations would
remain direct FCC licensees as they are today,
and would continue receiving all the benefits
of being a direct FCC licensee, such as mustcarry rights.”
The document specifies that a pubcasting spectrum giveback would be “totally
voluntary.” It adds: “There would be multiple
benefits to public television stations who par-

ticipate in this auction. First, it could provide
significant savings in operational expenses to
stations that share transmission facilities. Second, 100 percent of proceeds from the public
television spectrum auction would be used to
fund digital multimedia content. The proceeds
should be distributed so that a significant
portion of revenues generated by the sale of
spectrum go to public media in the communities from which spectrum was contributed.”
“Ostensibly, this is just a series of good
ideas. The whole issue is implementation,”
said Peter Pratt, a longtime broadband policy
expert and consultant who helped several pubcasters prepare their request for broadband
stimulus grants. “It’s up to Congress how that
trust fund is financed, if at all.”
Public broadcasters need to immediately
implore their champions in Congress to “engage
in the relatively heavy lift to set up this fund,” Pratt
advises. He also warns that the trust fund “won’t
be enough to bring public broadcasting into the
new broadband era. The money will have to come
from somewhere else.”
Pratt expects the plan to be implemented
within two years. “I think most elements in
this plan will be fully under way within President Obama’s first term.”

Righting copyrights
On Jan. 4 the FCC requested comments
from WGBH to help craft the document’s
copyright recommendations. The big public
TV production house has frequently spoken
for pubcasters, charging that copyright laws
are outdated.
Pubcasting’s four big national organizations joined WGBH in advising the FCC that
there is an “urgent need for copyright reform”
and that outdated copyright laws “have led to
inefficient and costly rights licensing practices,
which limit the value and reach of publicly
funded programming.”
The Broadband Plan agreed, saying special
copyright exemptions for pubcasting in the
20th century “no longer fulfill their original
purpose” and asking that those be modernized for “21st century digital platforms.” It
also seeks Copyright Act updates so pubmedia
and other broadcasters can more easily create
content archives, especially on a national basis.
Kantrowitz told Current that pubTV
leaders are “gratified to see that [the FCC]
included a number of references and recommendations from our filing.” She added that
their group is hoping to review the FCC plan
with the Copyright Office, which participated
in their discussions.
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